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ABSTRACT
Conducting socio-technical software engineering research on closed-

source software is difficult as most organizations do not want to

give access to their code repositories. Most experiments and publica-

tions therefore focus on open-source projects, which only provides

a partial view of software development communities. Yet, closing

the gap between open and closed source software industries is es-

sential to increase the validity and applicability of results stemming

from socio-technical software engineering research. We contribute

to this effort by sharing our work in a large company counting 4,800

employees. We mined 101 repositories and produced the GDED

dataset containing socio-technical information about 106,216 com-

mits, 470,940 file modifications and 3,471,556 method modifications

from 164 developers during the last 13 years, using various pro-

gramming languages. For that, we used GitDelver, an open-source

tool we developed on top of Pydriller, and anonymized and scram-

bled the data to comply with legal and corporate requirements. Our

dataset can be used for various purposes and provides information

about code complexity, self-admitted technical debt, bug fixes, as

well as temporal information. We also share our experience regard-

ing the processing of sensitive data to help other organizations

making datasets publicly available to the research community.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics → Software maintenance;
Project staffing; • Software and its engineering → Software
libraries and repositories; Programming teams.
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dataset showcase, socio-technical aspects, development teams
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1 INTRODUCTION
Many academic researchers working on socio-technical aspects of

software engineering do not have access to closed-source reposito-

ries data. Most (replication) studies therefore focus on open source
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projects [2, 15, 16, 21, 34]. Although there has been an increasing

effort from the industry to support open source initiatives, solely

relying on openly accessible sources of information represents a

threat to the validity, generalizability, and applicability of research

projects as the cultures of open and closed source communities

may differ significantly [14, 19, 20, 24]. For instance, unlike for

open source communities, closed source developers are usually all

employees of the same organization. We believe this situation can

undermine researchers’ efforts to provide insights and solutions to

practical problems faced by a large number of developers.

Yet, most organizations do not want to give external researchers

access to their proprietary closed source repositories and infrastruc-

tures. It is considered a sensitive topic as it usually represents risks

in terms of intellectual property, trade secrets protection, applica-

tion and infrastructure security, and regulatory constraints. For

instance, developer names are protected by the General Data Pro-

tection Regulation (GDPR) [17] in Europe. Our goal with this paper

is to contribute to the effort of closing the gap between research

on open and closed source communities. We report on our efforts

and results in producing and sharing with the research community

a dataset containing socio-technical information from industrial

closed-source projects.

In summary, our contributions are: (1) a dataset containing socio-

technical information about 101 software projects, 106,216 commits,

470,940 file modifications and 3,471,556 method modifications per-

formed by 164 developers in 7 different programming languages

(mostly Java, C#, and JavaScript, but also TypeScript, Python, PHP,

C++) over 13 years; and (2) an experience report on collecting and

anonymizing socio-technical information in an industrial closed-

source context.

2 CONTEXT AND MOTIVATION
Software is critical for the efficient operations of Anonymous1 and
it manages more than six million lines of code, mostly written in

Java, C#, and JavaScript. The company has also recently begun

using SonarQube [26] to perform static analysis on its codebases.

Complexity metrics, such as the number of lines of code (LOC)

and cyclomatic complexity [12], are particularly monitored. Those

metrics can quickly reveal bad coding practices and design mistakes

potentially increasing technical debt [5, 9]. They can also be used

to identify developers in need of coaching or teams rushing to meet

a deadline [3], allowing to mitigate the social debt [29].

1
Although the company helped us anonymizing and openly distributing the dataset,

they explicitly asked us to not mention their name for public relations reasons and in

case security vulnerabilities could still be found in the data despite our best efforts.

We will refer to the company as Anonymous. Please contact us if you would like to

have more information about the company.

https://orcid.org/0000-0003-1864-0121
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-0831-7606
https://orcid.org/0000-0001-9752-0085
https://doi.org/10.1145/3524842.3528003
https://doi.org/10.1145/3524842.3528003
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In order to supplement the findings provided by SonarQube

and study the evolution of socio-technical indicators, the company

decided to analyze historical development data by mining informa-

tion from its development infrastructure. Data mining techniques

on version control history and behavioral code analyses [31] can

indeed help identify some of the social, organizational and higher-

level engineering aspects of software development. This type of

analyses can be more helpful in predicting quality problems than

purely code-related metrics [34].

3 DATA COLLECTION AND ANONYMIZATION
3.1 Repository selection
The company counts hundreds of software repositories and not

all of them are relevant for our research. We selected repositories

according to a set of inclusion and exclusion criteria. We included

repositories of applications under active development and main-

tenance, i.e., applications currently assigned to developers. And

we excluded repositories of applications in their early phase of

development, as they do not provide enough history, and various

utility tools, as they are small, do not evolve, and do not represent

the core business of Anonymous. This selection process left us 101

repositories to analyze.

3.2 Mining tool
The selected repositories were mined using GitDelver [22], an

open-source tool that we developed. It is a command line tool writ-

ten in Python that relies on the PyDriller Git mining framework

[27], the Lizard cyclomatic complexity analyzer [32], and the Pan-

das data analysis library. As shown in (1) and (2) in Figure 1, it can

analyze either a single repository or multiple repositories in bulk

(using Python’s multiprocessing), depending on the input folder

path. It uses PyDriller for traversing all the commits and records

and calculates modifications information on three different gran-

ularity levels: the commits, the files, and the methods. For each

repository, GitDelver produces CSV files containing the collected

data (Section 5 provides a detailed description of the content).

By default, during the analysis at the files and methods levels,

GitDelver only keeps files for which Lizard can calculate com-

plexity metrics. As a consequence, the data at the file and method

levels do not contain information about all of the commit objects

identified at the commit level as some of the latter only concern

changes on non-code files (e.g., text files, images). Similarly, not

all file modifications imply a change inside of methods as some

of them concern changes related to format, comments, order of

methods, or code outside of methods and constructors. We used the

default configuration of GitDelver for our research. More details

about the design and usage of the tool can be found on GitHub:

https://github.com/nicolasriquet/GitDelver.

3.3 Anonymization requirements
The data collected by GitDelver contains information that the

company does not want or was not allowed to make public:

(Anonym. 1) Personal data related to the developers, as per

the GDPR. Asking for everyone’s consent was not feasible as some

people would not agree disclosing personal data and others had left

the company.

Git 1 Git N

GitDelver

Commits 1

CSV

°°°

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4) (5)

Commits N

CSV

File modifications 1

CSV

File modifications N

CSV

Method modifications 1

CSV

Method modifications N

CSV

Datasets merging and
anonymizing script

List of word aliases

Global commitsCSV

Global file 
modificationsCSV

Global method 
modificationsCSV

Figure 1: Dataset generation pipeline

(Anonym. 2) Code excerpts (GitDelver outputs the lines of

code containing self-admitted technical debt), as the analyzed code

is proprietary and the company does not want to make it public.

(Anonym. 3) The name of the company. There are two reasons

for this. The first one is linked to public relations, as the company

does not want its name to be used in future publications without

first approving the content. Therefore, not removing the name of

the companywould make future uses of the dataset very impractical

for all the parties involved. The second reason is that the company

wants to minimize the risks of becoming the target of cyberattacks.

(Anonym. 4) Everything that might contain sensitive keywords

related to the company’s business or to security features that would

attract the attention of malicious actors. Examples of sensitive

security-related keywords include: account, password, token, au-
thenticate, authorization, etc. We identified 140 of such keywords.

We validated those keywords by manually exploring the dataset

after the anonymization process.

4 DATASET GENERATION
Figure 1 shows an overview of the dataset generation pipeline.

Overall, the process took 23 hours on a 2.50GHz Intel Core i5-

7200U CPU with 8GB RAM. The manual steps involved in the data

preparation and anonymization took about five days.

4.1 Mining code history and complexity
We cloned the selected repositories using the git clone --bare
command to simplify the analysis of all Git branches at once. The

repositories were then analyzed with GitDelver (step (1) in Figure

1). It mined and analyzed all the repositories and generated for each

https://github.com/nicolasriquet/GitDelver
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of them three CSV files containing information about (resp.) the

commits, the file modifications, and the method modifications (step

(2) in Figure 1).

4.2 Merging and anonymization
We rely on the Pandas library [13, 30] to merge and anonymize

the outputs of GitDelver (step (3) in Figure 1) according to the

following steps: (1) merging the CSV files related to the commits,

files modifications, method modifications into three global CSV

files. (2) Fixing and normalizing the Git author names (Git allows

each developer to freely set their author name and e-mail address,

and we discovered that most developers had used several differ-

ent author names). For this, we manually defined renaming rules

for each developer and simply replaced all their aliases with their

normalized name. (3) Removing the SATDLine column, which con-

tains code excerpts, from the Files_history CSV file to comply

with Anonym. 2. (4) Removing the Message column from the

Commits_history CSV file, as the commit messages tend to men-

tion sensitive business and security-related information and could

not be kept intelligible when scrambling keywords (Anonym. 1, 3,
4). It should be noted that most of the messages were not in English

and so were of limited usefulness to the broad research community.

(5) Manually preparing a list of more than 700 word replacements

for developers’ names and other keywords (step (4) in Figure 1),

and feeding it to the script to remove or scramble all remaining

sensitive information (step (5) in Figure 1) (Anonym. 1-4).

5 DATASET DESCRIPTION
This section describes the three CSVs contained in the dataset.

It is important to note that the file modifications CSV references

identifiers from the commits CSV and that the method modifica-
tions CSV uses identifiers referencing both of these CSVs (i.e.,

columns like CommitId or FilePath can be used as foreign keys).

The [Anonymized] tag means that all the names contained in the

column have been replaced with fictional ones. The [Scrambled]
tag means that all values where scanned for sensitive keywords

and that those have been replaced with other unrelated words. The

scrambled values are mainly used for branches, file paths and file

names. The goal here is to make it possible to study the evolution

of these elements without compromising security. The dataset has

been uploaded and is openly accessible on Zenodo [23].

Commits_history CSV. The commits_history is a 59 MB CSV file

that contains data about 106,216 commits performed by 164 de-

velopers on 101 repositories over 13 years. It has the following

columns:

• Repository: the name of the repository. [Anonymized]
• Branches: the list of Git branch names in which this commit

has been integrated (e.g., ’master’, ’develop’, ’release/V1.1’).

[Scrambled]
• NbBranches: the number of branches in which this modifica-

tion has been integrated.

• CommitId: the identifier of the commit.

• Author : the author of the modification. [Anonymized]
• DateTime: the date and time of the modification.

• Date: the date of the modification.

• HourOfDay: the hour of the day of the modification.

• Merge: flag telling if the commit is a merge commit.

• BugFix: flag telling if the modification is a bugfix. This relies

on the analysis of all commit messages and the detection of

the following keywords: fix, solve, bug, defect, problem.
This list of keywords matches our observations at Anony-
mous and can be extended in GitDelver.

• SATD: flag telling if the modification contains Self-Admitted

Technical Debt. This relies on the analysis of all added or

modified lines of code and the detection of the following key-

words in code comments: todo, fixme, tofix, hack, workaround.
This list of keywords matches our observations at Anony-
mous and can be extended in GitDelver.

• NbModifiedFiles: the total number of files modified.

• ModifiedFiles: the list of files modified by this commit.

• NbModifiedProdSourceFiles: the number of production source

files modified by this commit.

• NbModifiedTestSourceFiles: the number of test source files

modified by this commit.

• NbModifications: the total number of modifications.

• NbInsertions: the number of insertions done by the commit.

• NbDeletions: the number of deletions done by the commit.

Files_history CSV. The files_history is a 258 MB CSV file that

contains information about 470,940 file modifications performed by

153 developers in 53,630 commits on 101 repositories over 13 years.

As explained in Section 3.2, files_history only contains information

about source code files and tracks less commits and committers

than commits_history. It has the following columns:

• Repository: the name of the repository. [Anonymized]
• Branches: the list of Git branch names in which this mod-

ification has been integrated (e.g., ’master’, ’develop’, ’re-

lease/V1.1’). [Scrambled]
• NbBranches: the number of branches in which this modifica-

tion has been integrated.

• OldFilePath: the old relative path to the file. [Scrambled]
• FilePath: the relative path to the file. [Scrambled]
• FileName: the name of the file. [Scrambled]
• FileExtension: the file extension.
• FileType: the type of the file (Production or Test).
• ChangeType: the type of the change (ADD, COPY, RENAME,
DELETE, MODIFY or UNKNOWN).

• NbMethods: the number of methods in the file.

• NbMethodsChanged: the number of methods that have been

modified in this file for this commit.

• NLOC: the number of lines of code of the file.

• Complexity: the Weighted Methods per Class complexity,

i.e., the sum of the cyclomatic complexity numbers of all the

methods of the file.

• NlocDivByNbMethods: the number of lines of code of the file

divided by the number of methods of the file.

• ComplexDivByNbMethods: the complexity of the file divided

by the number of methods of the file.

• SATD: flag telling if the modification contains Self-Admitted

Technical Debt.

• NbLinesAdded: the number of lines added.

• NbLinesDeleted: the number of lines deleted.

• CommitId: the identifier of the commit.
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• Author : the author of the modification. [Anonymized]
• DateTime: the date and time of the modification.

• Date: the date of the modification.

• HourOfDay: the hour of the day of the modification.

Methods_history CSV. Themethods_history is a 1,787 MB CSV file

that contains information about 3,471,556 method modifications

performed by 153 developers in 50,477 commits on 101 reposito-

ries over 13 years. methods_history only tracks commits involving

changes in the content of methods. It has the following columns:

• Repository: the name of the repository. [Anonymized]
• Branches: the list of Git branch names in which this mod-

ification has been integrated (e.g., ’master’, ’develop’, ’re-

lease/V1.1’). [Scrambled]
• NbBranches: the number of branches in which this modifica-

tion has been integrated.

• OldFilePath: the old relative path to the file. [Scrambled]
• FilePath: the relative path to the file. [Scrambled]
• FileName: the name of the file. [Scrambled]
• FileType: the type of the file ("Production" or "Test").
• MethodName: the name of the method. [Scrambled]
• NbParams: the number of parameters in the signature.

• NLOC: the number of lines of code of the method.

• Complexity: the cyclomatic complexity number of themethod.

• CommitId: the identifier of the commit.

• Author : the author of the modification. [Anonymized]
• DateTime: the date and time of the modification.

• Date: the date of the modification.

• HourOfDay: the hour of the day of the modification.

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK

Applications and research opportunities. The main value of

this work is to provide researchers the opportunity to study devel-

opment practices in a closed-source industrial context and conduct

new and replication studies on a variety of socio-technical topics.

Examples include the code branching strategies [18, 25], commit

change patterns [11] and classification of commits [8], the time

of the day at which certain types of commits are done (e.g., bug

fixes, commits containing self-admitted technical debt) [6], the

co-evolution of production and test files [33], the evolution of com-

plexity metrics [1], etc.

Moreover, GitDelver can be used to extend the dataset by ana-

lyzing other repositories. This would allow to compare the practices

of Anonymous to those of other companies and open-source com-

munities. Sharing this tool allows other organizations to study their

own codebases without necessarily disclosing their data.

Lessons learned on sharing industrial data. Anonymizing data-

sets for public sharing does not require a lot of work and can be

done in a few days with freely available tools and minimal data

analysis skills. The most complicated part is to take the plunge

and decide which data can be shared as-is and which should be

anonymized or scrambled first. Of course, someone inside the or-

ganization could easily de-anonymize the data if they have access

to the analyzed software repositories. This is not a problem since

they are authorized to view the information in the first place and

are contractually bound to preserve its confidentiality.

The approach we followed here is straightforward. As a general

lesson, it can be summed up by asking the following questions:

(1) Does the dataset contain data that you have to protect because

of regulatory concerns? If yes then anonymize them. (2) Does the

dataset contain sensitive business or security-related information?

If yes then scramble them. (3) Do you see public relations concerns

with what could be done with your data? If yes then make sure to

scramble everything sensitive and make the datasets public without

mentioning the name of your organization.

7 RELATEDWORK
Several repository mining tools have been developed over the years,

such as Boa [4], which is used to analyze large-scale SVN reposito-

ries, and TNM [28] which is specialized in detailed social analyses.

Our tool is built on top of the PyDriller Git mining framework

[27], which offers integration with Lizard’s cyclomatic complexity

analyzer [32] and can easily be used in conjunction with Python

data analysis libraries such as Pandas [30].

Various datasets have also been provided to perform research on

commit activities and related data. For instance, the Jira Repository

Dataset [16] presents data extracted from the Jira issue-tracking sys-

tems of four open-source communities and can be used for research

about the social aspects of development. TheGHTorent dataset [7]

provides data about a large number of GitHub’s public repositories

and the Technical Debt Dataset [10] provides technical debt infor-

mation about 33 open-source projects from the Apache Software

Foundation. TheGDED dataset that we present here differs in that it

provides data about industrial, closed-source, software repositories

and we believe it can be used in various kinds of socio-technical

research and for conducting replication studies.

8 CONCLUSION
All software development organizations are different and some

of them are more open to sharing development data than others.

In this paper, we report our effort for building, anonymizing, and

sharing GDED, a dataset containing socio-technical information

about 101 closed-source industrial applications’ histories, covering

a period of 13 years. We built this dataset using GitDelver, an

open-source tool that we developed for this purpose. GDED can

be used to answer various research questions about the company’s

development activities.

We intend to follow up on this work by exploring various re-

search opportunities offered by GDED to better understand the

development and mitigation of socio-technical debt in the industry.

We also plan to extend the generated datasets with information

coming from other data sources (e.g., issues, builds, etc.) to provide

a more complete picture of the situation in the organization.
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